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CHRIST Consulting Expert Connect is a platform that offers virtual coaching and mentoring             

for professional young adults, who are able and deserving of expert guidance through             

LinkedIn. It is an initiative under the flagship of CHRIST Consulting and the forum is               

moderated by the management and volunteers of CHRIST Consulting. This forum           

endeavours to match CHRIST students with experts and coaches for personalised mentoring            

with a view to foster flourishing mentor-mentee relationships. The mentors and mentees            

are expected to  be actively involved to make a real difference.  

Mentor Network  

After successfully running the first phase with 40 mentors and 150+ mentees, CHRIST             

Consulting Expert Connect revised its operations to cater to a wider audience with improved               

strategies, ever-increasing panel of noteworthy Mentors, and the passion to deliver better.             

The new phase comes with a monetary cost and assures improved benefits for each of the                 

three plans, carefully curated for the vast and dynamic Christite community. We have a               

pool of 90+ Mentors who are associated with CCEC as mentors from all parts of the world                 

bringing to you the perfect opportunity to NETWORK globally with these industry leaders. 

Features of the Plan  
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● Mentoring sessions refer to the one-on0one personalised mentoring sessions with          

Mentors catering to the need areas of the Mentee 

● Certificates will be provided on successful attendance and completion only 
● Resubscribe to any of the plans and get a Certificate of Association from CHRIST              

Consulting along with 1 bonus coaching session with an ICF(International Coaching           

Federation) certified coach 

● Buy the FUSION PLAN, a complete cycle of Standard Plan and Premium Plan together;              

total of 7 Mentoring sessions and 1 bonus session with a mentor from International              

Association of Facilitators (IAF) 

● All prices are inclusive of GST 

What is the program NOT about?  

The initiative isn’t an internship and doesn’t provide you a certificate of completion. The               

program also doesn’t ensure you gain an internship or employment opportunity with the              

Mentor that is assigned to you. The enterprise isn’t a course that would award credits and                 

the onus to make the most of it, lies with each Mentee and not with the CCEC team.  

 

How can I become a part of the initiative?  

To become a mentee with the program, you would be required to fill in the enrolment form                  

and provide specific details that are asked for, make sure the details are accurate and               

carefully filled, to ensure that the best suitable Mentor is  allotted to you.  

 

Registration Link  

https://forms.gle/fK2ZQeAQJ1tmQ5gZ8  

 

Payment Procedure 

Post your enrolment in the program, a payment link shall be generated and shared with you.                 

You could click on the link posted, follow the steps mentioned, and successfully register               

yourself for the initiative.   

Whom do I contact in case of queries?  

In case of any queries associated with the initiative, you could send a mail and the team shall 

get back to you: consultancy@christuniversity.in  

 

 

https://forms.gle/fK2ZQeAQJ1tmQ5gZ8
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Connect with us on LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/christ-consulting-5b030212a  

Through the entire course of the initiative, you are required to abide by the protocols set in                  

place by the CHRIST Consulting Expert Connect Team and any deviance from it would ensure                

your removal from the program.  

We look forward to students enrolling with the initiative and making the most of this  

wonderful opportunity. 

 

Thank you for showing your interest in our initiative CHRIST Consulting Expert Connect! 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/christ-consulting-5b030212a

